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LA FRENCH TECH
6 years – international scope



« La French Tech » 
It’s the French startup initiative. A unique ecosystem gathering startups, investors, decision 
makers, investors, and community builders

Our mission 

Make France one of the most attractive countries for startups, conquer new markets and build a 
meaningful future

What is « La French Tech »?



Startup 
Young company that develops an innovative product or service integrating a technological or 
digital dimension. Less than 12 employees and a real desire for rapid and international growth.

Scaleup 

Companies less than 20 years old in hypergrowth having already 12 employees, and 500 K€ of 
turnover per year or having raised at least 1M€ of cumulated fund raising since its creation.

Startup & scaleup ?

+20 000
Startups & scaleups in France



A world wide startup ecosystem
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Tech for Good

Strong values, big challenges

DeepTech

.

Hypergrowth



Investments in Europe - Top 3
Value                                      Volume 



Investment in France - Focus on transactions
Value                                      Volume 



Number of employees in French Start-up

Average of 22 / Start-up



FRENCH TECH ONE LYON ST-ÉTIENNE
A team!



Lyon + Saint Etienne = ONE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxF-4a_xmzk


A mission 
The French Tech One Lyon St-Étienne association brings together entrepreneurs and people in 
the Lyon and Saint-Etienne start-up ecosystem. It serves the creation, growth and 
internationalization of start-ups and scaleups

French Tech One Lyon St-Étienne

100 1001 100
Scaleups Ecosystem membersStartups



Three actions 
Open (information hub), National (French tech pass, French tech 120, etc.), Ensemble (together)

French Tech One Lyon St-Étienne



Three words

#TECH #SCALE #GIVE



An emblematic place: H7, our Totem Building



Innovation and governance



Administration
Scaleup Ecosystem



A tribune co-signed by the former presidency  
To act effectively, our members voted unanimously in June 2019 to adopt new rules that include 
parity as a prerequisite in our new governance structure. This conveys to the entire ecosystem a 
desire to take concrete action in favor of parity 

Gender equality



Two women as co-presidents



DeepTech Commission 

It aims to strengthen the links between the academic sphere and start-ups to increase the creation 
of DeepTech start-ups and strengthen France's global competitiveness in this field.

Its objectives are multiple: to transfer talents towards better employability of student-researchers in 
startups, to transfer technology from laboratories to startups (the "DeepTech" as a lever for 
growth), to infuse more engineering and funding from startups to laboratories to reinvent the way 
research is done in France.

DeepTech One Website 

https://deeptech-onelse.com/


DeepTech Commission 

Its active members 
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👉 To contact us: https://www.lafrenchtech-onelse.com/ftone-contact/

https://www.lafrenchtech-onelse.com/ftone-contact/

